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VALUE OF TRANSATLANTIC SPEED. 

The "Lusitania," whose advent to the port of New 
York has created a furor, for which one must go back 
severai decades to the day on which that other giant 
ship, the "Great Eastern," entered thiE port, signal· 
ized her alTival by breaking the record from Queens· 
town to Sandy Hook and by having maintained the 
fastest a vemge speed ever made on a maiden trans
atlantic trip, The best previous record over this 
course wa,; t hat of the "Lucania," which in 1894 cov
ered the distance from Queenstown to New York in 
five days, sev�n hours and twenty·three minutes, The 
"Lusitania" lowered the "Lucania's" figures by six 
hours and twenty·nine minutes; making the run across 
in five days and fifty·four minutes. Her average 
speed over the course of 2,782 miles from Queenstown 
to Sandy Hook was 23,u� knots, The best speed ever 
made on a westward passage was that of the "Kaiser 
Wilhelm II,," which averaged 23,58 knots over the 
distance of 3,050 miles between Cherbourg and New 
York, maldng the trip in five days and eighteen hours, 

It is very suggestive of the high state of develop· 
ment reached by transatlantic steamship travel, that 
the schedule of the arrival and departure of the "Lusi
tania" on this, her maiden trip, should have been 
determined upon almost to the very hour, several 
weel{s b('[ore "he started from the other side, In reo 
sponse to the wishes of Mr, Vernon H, Brown, the 
general agent in this city, the Cunard Company de· 
cided to run the ship across at a speed which would 
bring her to the bar outside Sandy Hook at eight 
o'clock on �'riday morning on a rising tide; and it is 
significant that in spite of several delays through fog, 
the resene. of speed of the "Lusitania" enabled the 
captain to bring the vessel to the bar at 8: 05 on the 
mornillg designated, No attempt whatever was made 
io push the ship beyond a 23·knot average, We are 
informed by the captain and chief engineer that the 
vtssel has proved during the trip that she is in ever;' 
respect a perfect success, She is exceptionally free 
from vibration; and the whole of the elaborate motive 
power operated without t�e slightest mishap, 

The question will naturally be asked: If a speed of 
23 knots will bring the "Lusitania" to New York on 
Friday morning, why has she been crowded with addi
tional boilers and engine power to enable her to steam 
2% knots faster than this? The answer is that when 
the ship has "found herself," that is to say, when all 
wearing parts have settled 'down to their perfect ad· 
justment, and, the whole of, the boiler· room and engine' 
room staff of several hundred men are thoroughly 
familiarized with their duties, the "Lusitania" will be 
pushed to her full speed of 25,5 knots an hour, and 
will be in her dock by seven o'clock on Thursday 
evenings, This is the confident expectation of the 
officers of the ship, based upon the ease with which she 
made 23 knots when using about 75 per cent of 
her full power, This is a reasonable expectation; for 
the "Lnsitania" has averaged 25 % knots on a trial 
trip of over 1,000 miles, and has made 26% knots over 
shorter courses, During this her first voyage, the vessel 
was tried out for stretches of several miles, and logged 
a speed of over 26 knots, 

The incidental advantages of high speed are that 
(,Y('11 though a ship may not mal{e use of it throughout 
a whole voyage. it gives a reserve which can be util· 
ized to mal{e up for time lost through fog or heavy 
weather, Thus, because of her great size and power 
and lofty freeboard. the "Lusitan ia" would be able 
not only to maintain an average speed of 20 or 21 knots 
against heavy winds and seas, but whell the storm 
had hlown over. by utilizing her full engine pow
er, she .could readily pull up the average to the 
speed which would bring her into port on schedule 
time. 
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MOVING PLATFORMS FOR THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE. 

Soon after the Public Service Com1l1ission began its 
active duties, the Board appointed a special committee 
to study the problem of adjusting traffic on the Brook
lyn Bridge; and in the course of its investigations 
this committee has been giving serious consideration 
to the question of installing a moving platform, as af
fording the earliest and most effective relief. It is 
proposed to replace the surface and elevated cars with 
continuous moving platforms, If such a change is to 
be made, the time is opportune, as the lease of the 
bridge to the Brooklyn Rapid Transit has expired, and 
the question of its renewal is now before the Board 
of Estimate, which alone has authority in the mat
ter, The final decision as to the lease will be made 
during the present autumn, and in the meantime the 
traction company is operating its cars over the bridge 
on an extension of the old lease, In its investigation 
of the bridge crowding, the special committee of the 
Utilities Board has secured a large amount of data, 
based upon observation at all hours of the day, and 
particularly during the rush hours of morning and 
evening travel; and it has come to the conclusion 
that, although on the completion of the new terminal 
and a rearrangement of the schedules, a certain degree 
of relief will be obtainf'd, no ]wrmanent relief will be 
possible while the bridge is operated by the present 
mode of conveyance, In spite of the opening of the 
Battery tunnel, which of course will afford temporary 
relief by drawing away from the bridge a considerable 
amount of traffic, the growth of Brooklyn, and of 
travel thereto, is so rapid, that it would only be it 
question of time before the bridge would again be 
overcrowded, It is generally admitted that thtj pro
vision of moving platforms would increase the carry
ing capacity of the bridge far beyond any possible 
maximum which could be secured by the proposed al
terations in the trolley car and bridge railway ser
vice, 

Should the platforms be aoopted, the question nat
urally arises as to whether it would not be advis
able to extend the moving platforms to the connect
ing loop, which is now being constructed between the 
Brooklyn and Williamsburg bridges, Should this plan 
be adopted, the question of providing platforms on 
the Williamsburg and the new Manhattan bridges will 
also come up for consideration, Even the most strenu
ous opponents of the proposed system have not at
tempted to deny that the moving platform provides a 
far greater capacity of travel in a given time than 
any other known form of conveyance, This capacity 
is so great, that it is reasonable to suppose that it 
would be sufficient to take care of all future increase 
in travel over the routes that would be covered, 

There is one very strong argument against the snb
stitution of platforms for car service, to be found in 
the fact that it would prevent the future institution 
of through cal service, either by street trolleys or 
elevated cars, between Brooldyn and Manhattan Island 
by way of the bridges, The advantages of such ser
vice are too obvious to call for any explanation; ann 
it is quite a question whether the carrying of passen
gers direct from any point in Brooklyn to any point 
in Manhattan, in other words the treatment of the 
bridges as part of the continuous thoroughfares of 
Greater New York, with the abolition of terminal 
congestion,. would not be the most effective way to pre
vent, once and for all, the present crowding, 

We are very largely the creatures of habit, even in 
matters of such vast import as the handling of the 
traffic of our great cities, In the matter of transporta
tion over our bridges we have acquired what might be 
called the "terminal" habit. Because the first great 
bridge connecting Manhattan and Long Island was pro
vided with terminals, and treateo as a distinct and 
separate element in the transportation facilities. we 
grew into the way of thinldllg that not only this but all 
IJridges should be so treated; and yet, if we look at the 
question broadly, there is no more reason for ter
minals at each end of the Brooklyn and Williams
burg bridges than there is for placing terminals say 
at Union Square and Madison Square on the Broad, 
way lines, The true function of these bridges should 
be to serve as integral parts of continuous lines of 
travel, whether on foot, by vehirle, by trolley car, or 
elevated car, ann it ooes sef'1ll to ns that the sooner 
we recognize this fact; abolish the bridge terminal 
altogether; and establish 'unimpeded travel between 
IIfanhattan Island and Long Island, the sooner we 
shall arrive at the true solution of our bridge traffic 
problems, 

... '. 

COMPRESSION MEMBERS IN .BRIDGES 

At the present writing, the progress of the investi
gation of the Quebec Bridge disaster seems to point 
with increasing emphasis to the failure of one of 
the compression members as the cause of the collapse 
of the whole bridge, This is the view taken by our 
esteemed contf'mporary. Rngineering News, whose can
did admission of the serions bearing of the disaster 
npon the prestige of the profession cannot be too 
highly commended, It is of the greatest importance 
that the point of failure should be located beyond all 
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question of doubt, for otherwise the whole system of 
design as applied to the largest bridges would be 
thrown under suspicion, Thus far the evidence seems 
to be conclusive that there was no failure of the ten
sion members, If they also had given way, confidence 
in bridge design would have received an even ruder 
shock, and the whole fabric of the theory of framed 
structilres of great dimensions would have tumbled to 
the ground, The eye-bar, however, as made to-day, is 
considered, and rightly so, to be the most reliable 
element in a bridge, Formerly, when the eyes were 
made separately and welded on, they were always 
regarded with more or less distrust, and, under test, 
frequently failed at the weld, Of late years, the eyes 
have been formed by upsetting the end of the bar and 
forming the eye, without the necessity of raising the 
metal to welding heat with all the risks of burning 
which that implied, Properly forged eye-bars are now 
as strong, if not stronger, in the eyes than in the 
body, and it is a simple matter to assemble a sufficient 
number of bars to afford the requisite section of metal 
to keep the unit stress, or stress per square inch, down 
to the desired safe figure, 

It is in the compression members that a grave ele· 
ment of doubt presents itself, especially when these 
members grow to the size of those which were used, 
or should have been used, in the Quebec Bridge, Com
pression membHs fail by buckling, In American prac
tice they are built up, usually by assembling in paral
lel planes a certain number of webs or ribs of sufficient 
depth to prevent buckling in the plane of the webs, 
The member is secured against distortion or buckling 
transverse to the webs, by latticing them together 
with a system of triangulated angle-irons or fiat bars, 
riveted along the top and I:ottom faces of the webs, 
Now, it is in the nature of things impossible to esti
mate with accuracy what strength of latticing is 
necessary to hold the compression member in line. 
J the whole member as thus built up is mathe
matically straight, that is, if the webs lie absolute
ly in their true planes, there is theoretically no stress 
upon this latticework; but if, through unprevent
able variations in manufacture, or, as in the pres
ent case, through careless handling, the member should 
be ever so slightly out of line, heavy stresses are set 
up in the latticework, these stresses increasing in 
proportion to the amount that the compression member 
ill out of line, The work of holding a compression 
member in line when it is thus distorted falls almost 
entirely upon the lattice riveting; and it can be read
ily seen that, since the buckling stresses increase in a 
multiplying ratio with the increase of distortion, the 
point must soon be reached where the rivets of the 
latticing will be sheared and complete failure take 
place, 

The failure of the bottom chord member of the 
Quebec Bridge will have the greatly-to-be-desired result 
of opening the whole question of the design of large 
compression members, We confess that for many 
years past we have regarded with no little anxiety 
the tendency among bridge builders to cheapen con
struction by using latticed stiffening, where solid and 
continuous covering plates and internal plate dia· 
phragms would seem to be demanded to insure abso
lutely safe work, Furthermore, the tendency to reduce 
the diameter of compression members, with a view to 
facilitating shop work, field work and general erection, 
has led to the adoption of diameters altogether too 
slight. The compression member which seemed to have 
f ailed measured only 4 % feet by 5 % feet. In the 
Forth Bridge the corresponding member is 12 feet in 
diameter and, being circular, is an inherently stiffer 
section, Even in the new railroad bridge over the 
East River at Hell Gate, which is of only 1,000 feet 
span as against the 1,800 feet span of the Quebec 
Bridge, the main bottom chord members measure 6 
feet by 9 feet in section, 

• c •• ., 

NEW COMPOUNDS. 

Some new compounds of iron and boron have been 
obtained by Binet de Jassoneix, of Paris, Prof, Mois
san showed that amorphous boron when pure will 
combine with iron, and in the electric furnace he 
obtained specimens of iron combined with boron, up 
to the value of 20 per cent of the latter, He was able 
to separate a compound having a definite formula, 
Fe Bo. In the present researches M, Jassoneix pro
duces a compound which has a lower percentage of 
boron, He mixes iron and boron in various propor
tions and compresses the mixture in tablets, placing 
these in pure magnesia troughs within a porcelain 
tube traversed by a current of hydrogen, In other 
cases the mixture is heated in magnesia crucibles in 
the electric furnace, In the first case ali air furnace 
is used, and the resulting cast metal has a crystalline 
structure which is easily visible, The broken section 
shows long prismatic needle crystals which can be 
isolated by treating with acids, These are found to 
consist of a definite compound of iron and boron hav
ing the formula Fp, Bo, Above 7 per cent of boron 
the crystals lose their definite char!lcter, As to the 
]lroperties of the new compound, it appears in long 
prismatic crystals having a steel gray color and a 
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density of 7.37 at 65 deg. F. The crystals oxidized in 
dry air only at a low red heat, but are more easily 
affected in moist air. Hot acids will dissolve them 
slowly, but nitric acid dissolves them in the cold. 
Another new compound, Fe Bo" has been obtained 
which appears to be the upper limit of the series. 
This body appears as a yellowish metallic mass. It is 
very hard, and will scratch quartz. 

.' . .  

A GERMAN CHEMIST'S EXPERIENCES IN AMERICA. 

In a paper read before the Markische Bezirksverein 
Herr V. Samter. a young German chemist, has given 
a remarkably fair and impartial account of his Amer
ican experience. which contains information of in
terest to all chemists in search of employment. 

An American electrician connected with a great 
Berlin establishment wrote to friends on this side, 
recommending Sam tel' as a man "who impresses me 
favorably." This phrase is quoted as characteristic of 
America. where personal appearance, manner, and 
dress are often more important than testimonials to 
special ability. A position as analytical chemist, at a 
small salary, in a factory near a large American city 
was offered to Samter, and he sailed for New York. 
He regrets that he did not come in the first cabin, 
where he might have made useful acquaintances. but 
he congratulates himself on evading the contract 
labor law, and warns others against betraying the 
fact that they have secured positions. At the factory 
he finds three other chemists and a .German foreman, 
who furnishes him with. excellent board and lodging 
for $4.50 a week. This experience suggests two in
tnesting comments. One is on the great number of 
Germans in America who, like this foreman who had 
lived here twenty years, have almost forgotten Ger
man without mastering English, so that they cannot ex
press themselves decently in any language. The second 
comment relates to the cost of living in America, 
and the exaggerated conception of it formed by those 
Germans who assert that a dollar will purchase no 
more here than can be bought in the old country for 
a mark (24 cents). Sam tel' says this is sheer non
sense, as good board and lodging can be obtained in 
America for $5 to $8 a: week in small towns and $7 
to $10 in large cities, and there is no expense for 
"trinkgelder" or tips. The cost of living, however, is 
considerably higher in Western mining districts and 
some others and also in New York, "which genuine 
Americans have almost ceased to regard as an Amer
ican city." The average German is too fond of his 
liberty to take kindly to a boarding house, but he 
can live cheaply in lodgings and restaurants unless 
he insists on unlimited beer and German dishes, which 
are to be had only at high-priced German restaurants. 
The comparison should be, not between German and 
American prices of German articles, but between the 
cost of living in German fashion at home and in Am
erican fashion here. 

Sam tel' was compelled to sign a contract for a 
year. This he did reluctantly, for he was eager to 
obtain higher and more remunerative work than an
alysis. He finds that employers prefer to make still 
longer contracts, at least with chemists who have 
proved their ability and learned the secrets of the 
E'stablishment. He concedes that a contract for a 
year is, on the whole, advantageous for a young for
eigner; for though it may delay a possible promotion, 
it removes the danger of being left stranded before be
coming familiar with the language and customs of the 
country. 

He quotes the average monthly pay of chemists in 
large American establishments at $60 to $75 for the 
first, $85 for the second, and $100 for the third year, 
with a gradual increase thereafter up to $200. Even 
managers of large factories demand only $4,000 to 
$7,000 per year. The payment of percentages on im
provements is less common here than in Germany. 

Nor is special knowledge so essential as it is in 
Germany. There are two reasons for this: the dearth 
of applicants possessing such knowledge, and the Am
erican habit of attaching paramount importance to 
general knowledge and intelligence. This trait is re
flected in the remarkable breadth of the course of 
study in American technical schools, where a little of 
everything is taught, specialization being left to prac
tice. 

A good result of this system is that few American 
chemists betray the dense ignorance of matters not 
connected with chemistry that is so common in Ger
many. Every American chemist has some knowledge 
of machinery, mechanical drawing, and other things 
essential to the conduct of a factory. The German 
chemist is educated for a scientific career in a univer· 
sity or technical school or for the scientific solution of 
special problems in the laboratory of a great factory. 
while the American demand is for men qualified to act 
independently in positions of responsibility and to 
utilize the natural forces, circumstances, and men at 
their oisposa1. 

Positions are most easily obtained through the scien
tific and technical schools, in which reigns a solidarity 
or esprit de corps that is absent from similar Gprman 
institutions. The school, as well as the individual 
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professors, looks out for the advancement of its gradu
ates, and these, in turn, apply to their a17na mater 
both for positions and for assistants. 

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Ar
mour Institute in Chicago, and many similar schools 
have standing lists of situations, and some of them 
have more positions than their own graduates can fill. 
Rence young German chemists are advised to seek as
Sistantships in such schools, through recommenda
tions from German professors, for most professors of 
chemistry in those schools have studied in Germany, 
Dud Boston is said to harbor more of Ostwald's pupils 
than any other city except Leipzig. 

The pre-eminence of Germany in the manufacture of 
dyes, medicines, and pure chemicals has created the 
erroneous impression that she leads the world in 
all chemical industries. But the most important of 
those industries are concerned with the production 
of staple articles on a large scale, or with processes 
that have been developed empirically and are not yet 
amenable to rigorous scientific treatment. The impor
tance of science to industry is overestimated. Often 
1:cience merely approves methods discovered empir
ically. 

With the exception of the few branches in which 
strictly scientific methods are essential, applied chem
if'try is ill � flourishing condition in America. The 
exception is due chiefly to the lack of thoroughly 
trained chemists, the high price of labor, and the more 
profitable employment of capital in the production of 
staples. 

Paper, starch, sugar, glass, and the products of the 
distillation of wood are manufactured in large quan
tities. The llroduction of cement increases fifty per 
cent annually, but fails to supply the demand. Am
erica leads. or will lead, the world in petroleum pro
ducts, glucose, iron, copper, silver, and lEad. Amer
ican shoes and overshoes are sold throughout the 
world, and America's supremacy in electro-chemical 
industries is universally recogni�ed. The meat indus
try, in which $175,000,000 are invested, offers un
limited possibilities in the chemical treatment of 
waste products. An important industry, almost un
known in Germany, is the preparation of cereal "break
fast foods." 

There are opportunities for employment outside of 
factories. Governmental and municipal bureaus for 
analysis and research are certain to be multiplied in 
response to the awakeniIig of public opinion by recent 
disclosures. Agricultural stations and laboratories 
connected with boards of health, which do many 
things left to private initiative in Germany, are al
ready numerous. 

In discussing the social and business rank of the 
chemist, which he finds lower here tha;J. in Germany. 
Sam tel' says that we have little respect for scientific 
attainments. "Success" and "results" are mottoes of 
American life. "Successful business man" is a title 
(If honor which assures its bearer general admiration 
and makes him eligible for the highest offices. Some 
of these idols have recently been thrown from their 
lJedestals, and the American people are probably ac
quiring a better notion of greatness. 

Some German chemists have been convinced by ex
perience that chemists are regarded as common work
men in America. One, who was engaged to devise 
improvements in silvering mirrors, was put under a 

foreman and received weekly pay and a time card. 
In many factories chemists and ordinary workmen 
have the same hours. Samter fared better because 
his employer was a graduate of a technical school. hut 
he resigned his position on account of continual fric
tion with the manager, an energetic and intelligent 
but uneducated man, who, after working successively 
as shop boy, factory hand, and foreman. had been 
l.romoted to his responsible post over the heads of the 
chemists. 

Samter heard of many similar cases. He ascribes 
them to the very high value put upon administrative 
talents, especially the ability to increase the out]mt. 
largely because of the high price of labor and its ]1001' 
Quality. most of the workers in Eastern factories be
ing Italian and other immigrants. 

He found the condition of the working classes not 
quite as favorable as he had expected. He quotes the 
following daily wages in Eastern manufacturing dis
tricts: laborers. $1.25 to $1.50; non-union mechanics, 
$2.50 to $3.3:::: union mechanics, $4 and over. The 
workman is more independent and more prosperous 
here than in Europe, but he enjoys less protection 
against accident and less bpnefit from benevolence. 
If injured at work, he can obtain damages onl�' by 
jlroving the negligence of his em]lloyer by means of a 
long and costly lawsuit. Hence he usually com
promises for a small sum. Samter cannot understand 
why American workmen do not exert their great in
fluence on law makers to im]lrOVe these conditions. 

He concludes with the diverting story of a sul]lhuric 
a.cid manufacturer who visited a tannery to investi
g-ate a complaint ahout the strength of the acid he had 
furnished. and as],ed the manager to produce the areo
meter for comparison with his own. T]lP tanner. who 
had never heard of an areometer, bared his left arm 
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and said: "See those blisters? They were raispd hy 
the old strong acid. YOUI' acid is so weak that it only 
makes red marks like this." 

. .  ' .  

BALLOON, AIRSHIP, AND FLYING MACHINE COMPE. 

TITIONS AT ST. LOUIS. 

The second annual balloon race for the Bennett In
ternational Aeronautic Trophy is to be held at St. 
Louis on Monday, Octouer 21, and in all prohahilit.\' 
ten balloons, at least, will compete. ]�nglalld <tilll 
France will be represented by two lJalloon� p,[('h, whil .. 
Germany and America will each have thn't' hal loon;;. 
une of the American balloons will he pilot F(I It,\' Lit'll t. 
Frank P. Lahm, who won the trophy laHt pal' by hi,; 
flight of 402 miles from Pari� to a point on (he paHt
ern coast of England. Lieut. Lallln will UHP 1I1P HalllP 
ualloon with which he won the trophy last ,\'pal'. The 
other American representatives will lJe 1111'. Alan R. 
Hawley in the "St. Louis," and All' . .1. C. ;'lieCoy in 
the "America." 

In order that the proprietors and inventors of air
ships and flying machines may receive some finllneial 
encollragement,. the Aero Club of St. Louis has raised 
the sum of $;;,000, to be given in prizes to the best 
dirigible balloon, or airship; and to the best aeroplane 
or other gasless-type machine which competes in the 
trials that havp been arranged for immediately after 
the balloon race. Half of this sum will be awarded 
to the successful dirigibles, and half to the success
ful aerol1lanes, or other heavier-than-air machines. 
There are two classes, Class A being for the dirigible 
balloons, and Class B for all heavier-than-air ma
chines which have n<l gas-bag attachment. Two thou
sand dollars is to be given to that comJletitor in Class 
A who, in strict accordance with the rules. shall make 
the round of the ('ourse in a dirigible balloon in the 
best average t ilue. and $;;00 is to be given to the COH!

petitoI' who makes the next best average time. To 
win these prizes, the airshil1 must covel' the full course 
at least once in continuous flight without touching the 
ground. The heavier-than-ail' machines will be judged 
according to the distance they cover, the speed at 
which they cover it, and the general behavior of the 
machine. To win the fi.rst prize of $2,000 in Class B, 
the machine must make a continuous flight, with cut 
touching the ground, of at least 100 feet. A second 
11rize of $500 will be given to the aeroplane or other 
heavier-than-air machine that makes t.he next best 
performance. For the airshil1 tests, a triangular course 
three-quarters of a mile in Ipngth, and markecl by 
('a]ltive balloons, will be provided. COm]letitors will 
be allowed to choose the direction in which to start,. 
but they will be obliged to start from the home goal, 
turn around each of the outer goals, and return to the 
starting point. The average speed of the airships will 
be computed by the actual air-line distance over the 
ground. No allowance will be made for the wind or 
for deviations from the course marked out. 

An entrance fee of $] 0 must be sent in to the secre
tary of the Aero Club of St. Louis before Octoher 1, 
1907, by anyone desiring to enter these contests. This 
fee is to be refunded if the contpstant ap]learS with his 
machine upon the date set. It is probable that the 
test will be held on October 22. 

On account of the non-coml1letion of the machines 
which were to compete for the S(,IE:';T!FJ(' A\IEIllL\:'; 
trophy at the Jamestown EXJlosition on the 14th in
stant, no competition was held on that date. It is 
expected, therefore, that the trial flight for the trophy 
will be made at St. Louis at the time of the other 
competitions. This trophy can. however, be com]Jeted 
for at any time, provided the inventor or owner cf a 
machine can satisfy the Contest Committee of the 
Aero Club of America that he has ready an apparatus 
which is capable of flying. 

• • • 

BUTTERFLIES AND THE ROENTGEN RAYS. 

Some very interesting experimpnts as to the effect 
of the Roentg€'n rays upon hutterflies, at various dif
ferent stages of their evolution, have recently been 
made ur Dr. Hasebrook, of Hamburg. The IlUPa' of 
several moths. including one of the hawk-moth whicjl 
had passed over the winter months (September ·to 
1\lay). were not affecterl at all despite repeated intEnse 
eXllosure to the rays, and the Lepidolltera emerged in 
(;ue course under perfectly normal conditions. The 
('atel'[lillars, after casting their sldns for the last time, 
were not affer·ted hy the rays. except that they re
mained a little smaller in size; the formation of the 
pUPffi was not interfpred with in auy way. nor was 
Hn�' difft'l'ence cauHN! in the duration of the ('Ol1latose 
or quiescpnt stage. On the contrary, the exposure to 
the ra�·s. during the last catel'[lillar and fin;t pupa 
stages, caused marked alterations in the Lepidoptera. 
the moths of several varieties being smaller, and show
iug marked degeneration in the formation of the scales 
and down on the wings and increase in the hlack 
]ligment. although the characteristic marldngs ',ypre 
maintained. Another peculiar phenomenon was that 
the moths ilad entirely lost the power of flight. It is 
hoped t�_at further experiments may be marle in this 
direction, and that still more interesting results may 
be obtained. 
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